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Hello 
The Bounty of the Fall

Harvest Moon
The 2013 Harvest Moon for the
 Northern Hemisphere came a bit
 early this year.  It can occur either
 two weeks before or two weeks
 after the Autumnal equinox, and
 this year it is on the night of
 September 18-19. 
 
What makes the Harvest Moon
 Special?  The Moon Rise is very
 close to sunset, which is not
 always the case throughout the
 year.  Also, due to the orbital path,
 it looks like it is full for a few days.
  The Harvest Moon got its name

 because of this fullness which allowed farmers to work late into the night to get in
 the last of their harvest.
 
This year the harvest moon falls in Virgo/Pisces. Like the trees beginning to let go
 of their leaves, this combinations asks us to let go of the things that no longer
 serve us, as we will feel them strongly until we do. So this harvest moon, as we
 reap the bounty of the fruits of our labors, we also have the opportunity to shake
 off the unnecessary baggage we carry like shaking the tree during harvest.
 
May you enjoy all that this fall-time brings!
 
Blessings,
Jeannie Dunn
Director of Red Moon Herbs
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SALE

9 Days Left to Save
 

15% off ALL Products!
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I grew up on persimmon pudding in
 early fall through Thanksgiving and
 New Year's Day. We had access to the
 fruit growing wild and we'd wait for
 them to soften, usually after the first
 frost but sometimes earlier. A
 significant number of fruit would hit
 the ground and let us know they were
 ready to go harvest.
 
Sometimes we'd gently shake the tree
 (because you DON'T want a tongue-
curling, unripe persimmon!) and we'd
 put a big bed sheet underneath to
 catch the falling ones... Some of you
 might know the Alabama folk song..
 Shake them 'Simmons Down. It's
 worth grabbing a few friends or your
 family and going to find a 'Simmon
 tree and giving it a gentle shake
 down.
 
Expressing permission and gratitude,

 we happily harvest. If you want to leave a small offering, organic corn or some
 other grain is great, because deer really love persimmons and they'll be happy you
 left a little offering for them and the tree behind!
 
Sometimes we'd freeze the pulp for later if we had an abundant harvest. It's fun to
 use a vintage colander and pestle bowl to squeeze the pulp out and leave the
 seeds behind. Some say roasted and ground persimmon seeds made a old south
 coffee substitute. Be careful, they are hard, I've tried grinding them in a $15
 coffee grinder only to tear up the top!  
 
Autumn Abundance
~Jeannie
 
Some tell-tale signs for getting ripe
 persimmons.

They darken considerably to
 purplish-orange or even
 somewhat brown-amber. 
The skin has become almost
 translucent and very thin. 
The shape of the fruit will
 change somewhat and start to
 sag...almost like the pulp is
 about to fall through the skin. 
Small wrinkles form on the skin
 due to the sagging pulp. Often,
 fruits will split or pop when
 they hit the ground. 

Lucille Walter Persimmon Pudding Recipe - c. 1934. This is my grandmother's
 recipe
 
1 cup persimmon pulp
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup milk
3/4 cup flour

Wild Crafting

For those who wish to harvest plant
 allies, we wanted to share some
 helpful tips for keeping good
 relationships with the plant world.
 
~ Start with a few easily recognized
 plants, and get to know new plants
 slowly.
 
~ Study the poisonous plants that
 grow in your area, and always know
 whether the plant you're harvesting
 has any poisonous look-alikes.
 
~ Always be sure you have identified
 a plant correctly, either through the
 use of a field guide or an experienced
 harvester.
 
~ Give your full attention to your
 task; its easy to make mistakes if
 you're distracted.
 
~ Some plants have parts that are
 edible and parts that are toxic
 (example: violet), and some plants
 have parts that are edible at certain
 times of the year but toxic at others
 (example: pokeweed.)  Make sure
 you know which part to use and when
 to harvest it.
 

http://www.redmoonherbs.com/products/specials/
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1/4 cup butter
1 farm egg
1/2 tsp. nutmeg
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
mix well
Cook 45 minutes in a 350 degree oven

Wild Mushrooms

 
Hen-of-the-Woods, not to be confused with Chicken-of-the-Woods, is one of the
 lovely mushrooms that is beginning to flourish.
 
Often called by the Japanese as the “dancing mushroom”, probably because of
 the dance we all do when we find it, many of us know it by the name Maitake
 Grifola Frondosa.
 
It is one of our favorite polypore mushrooms, and has been used traditionally to
 enhance the immune system. Research has indicated that it can regulate also
 support many other systems and
 functions of the body, and is also
 rich in minerals (potassium,
 calcium and magnesium) as well
 as Vitamins B, D and Niacin. 
 
The clustered, overlapping
 grayish-brown, lateral spoon- or
 fan-shaped caps grow 3/4 to 2-
3/4 inches wide, arising from short
 white stalks that branch from the
 base. The surface of the tiny
 pores under the caps is whitish.
 The spores are also white.

 
• They can be found as early as late August and as late as November.
• “Hens” grow best in damp conditions. 
• They prefer the bases of live oak trees.  
• To harvest a “hen,” use a long knife to cut the main stem just above the
 ground.
• ALWAYS go with an expert who can properly identify mushrooms.
 This text and photo are not enough to identify the mushroom for anyone
 who is not experienced.  

 

~ Return often to your harvesting
 sites, to get to know the plants at
 different phases of their lifecycle.
 
~ Avoid areas that are likely to be
 sprayed, for example around train
 tracks, golf courses, and weedless
 yards.  Don't gather within 50 feet
 from a busy road, especially downhill
 from one.
 
~ A good rule of thumb is to harvest
 up to a third of a given patch. Learn
 which plants are endangered in your
 area and avoid harvesting them
 altogether.
 
~ Ask the plant for permission to
 harvest.  Listen intuitively for
 guidance from your green ally.
 
~ As with all foods, some plants will
 not agree with certain people.  Start
 with small amounts of any wild food
 that is new to you.
 
~ Ask permission before harvesting
 on someone else's property.
 
By Jessica Godino and Corinna Wood

Contact Us

RedMoonHerbs.com
PO Box 8023
Asheville NC 28814
888-929-0777
828-484-8449
info@redmoonherbs.com

Join us on Facebook

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Like us on Facebook.
 Learn about herbs, promotions,
 events and much more!
 

https://www.facebook.com/redmoonherbs?fref=ts
http://www.redmoonherbs.com/
tel:888-929-0777
tel:828-484-8449
mailto:info@redmoonherbs.com
https://www.facebook.com/redmoonherbs?fref=ts
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